Free-Wheel Lifting Friday

In many maintenance shops, lifting wheels-free is a must.
That’s why the vehicle lift industry has engineered multiple, safe options
to address this important requirement.
Today, state-of-the-art wheels free lifts commonly include piston lifts
and scissor-style lifts – offering tremendous productivity, flexibility,
durability and environmental containment. Many users also use support
stands, which are regularly used to support raised trucks and buses.
Used in sets of 4, 6 or 8, support stands can be placed under a level
raised vehicle, at the point designated by the vehicle manufacturer.

Wheels–Free Lifting from Stertil-Koni
Stertil-Koni has multiple options for heavy-duty wheels-free lifting:
• ECOLIFT™, a U.S. patented ultra-shallow, full-rise in-ground axle
engaging scissor-style lift, combines high pressure, low volume
hydraulics and only requires 3.5 gallons of fluid per scissor. With an
installation depth of just 34 inches, all key components are located
above ground for easy access and environmental friendliness.
ECOLIFT ensures sizeable cost savings on construction and
installation and is increasingly utilized in existing workshop pits and
even at locations with a high water table.
• ALI/ ETL Certified
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DIAMOND LIFT™ is a full rise, telescopic in-ground piston lift -engineered for optimal performance, flexibility and safety. DIAMOND
LIFT’s piston rods are hard-chrome plated for maximum protection
against corrosion and wear and DIAMOND LIFT, which has a total
lifting capacity of up to 96,000 lbs., utilizes biodegradable oil.
The containments are coated internally and externally with
DiamondGuard, protecting against corrosion and electrolysis while
simultaneously prohibiting hazardous shop fluids from entering the
environment.
ALI/ ETL Certified

Wheels – Free Lifting from Stertil-Koni
• Support Stands from Stertil-Koni are available in capacities of 7 tons,
9 tons, 10, tons 12 tons and 18 tons. Heavy steel framing is built into
these products; contact heads are available in a range of sizes and tall
stands are easily located through tilt and roll, utilizing dual rubber
wheels and a stowaway handle.
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